A classic adjustment method, the harmonic adjustment rule, minimizes expected quadratic loss where adjustments are easy and cheap, and the items produced during the adjustment process should be as close to target as possible. This paper generalizes the harmonic adjustment rule by explicitly taking into account measurement and adjustment costs. The generalization is static, in that adjustments are performed at predetermined points. An optimal model and a near-optimal approximation, in which adjustments are spaced roughly according to a geometric sequence, are presented. Skipping small adjustments dynamically may offer further savings, but dynamic models require further research.
Introduction
In recent years many quality practitioners have adopted the quadratic loss function as their default loss function. This movement is associated with Taguchi, and the quadratic loss function is often called the "Taguchi Loss Function". While some techniques associated with Taguchi are hotly debated, there's a wide consensus that his use of loss functions to measure nonconformance costs is commendable. His use of the quadratic loss function as a prevalent default, when the exact loss function is not known, is also generally accepted. Nair [ 11 presents a panel discussion on Taguchi's methods, including opinions of his supporters and critics. Trietsch [2, 3] argues that production costs should be included in the objective function, but although Taguchi does not include production costs in the loss function it is clear that he considers them equally important [4] . The point here is that the explicit use of the loss function minimization approach highlights the connection between quality control and operations research. This paper applies operations research techniques to a traditional quality control function: adjustment of a process. This is especially important in the modern context of small production batches (as in JIT). We should strive to avoid the need for adjustments altogether [5] , but this is not always possible; so it is important to adjust quickly, correctly, and without tampering. The model we obtain is too complex for routine manual application, but can be applied easily in computerized environments. Trietsch [3] suggests a very simple heuristic based on sampling five or ten units, which may be the best solution in a non-computerized environment. Section 1 summarizes the notation of the variables and parameters we use. Section 2 covers the harmonic adjustment rule (including a basic version and an extended one)a classical method for process adjustment based on process feedback. Section 3 presents the optimal static model where measurement and adjustment costs are separated and taken into account explicitly. The model is presented as a minimal-path-in-a-network instance, but in spite of being polynomial it is computationally intensive. Section 4 provides a much more efficient approximate solution, based on optimizing a relaxation of the real model by removing its integrality constraints. After rounding, it yields excellent results. It may also serve to streamline the optimal network model by removing many redundant nodes. Section 5 concludes the paper by numerical examples demonstrating the near-optimality of the approximation and showing the advantages of the generalized rule over the harmonic rule (even when the latter utilizes the optimal number of adjustments).
Notation
The notations used in the paper are summarized here. They are also explained in the text, upon their first appearance. Unless marked otherwise, all the variables listed are deterministic. N = production batch size; m = number of adjustments (a decision variable); M = cost of measuring each item; A = cost of adjusting the process; T = process target; Xi = measurement of ith item (a random variable xj = average of jth subgroup of items (a random with realization xi); variable); the adjustment deviation before producing the ith item (a random variable); e.g., D I is the deviation following the setup; process variance; setup variance (assuming unbiased setup, the expected quadratic error of the initial adjustment); a ; / . : , (S increases with the precision of the setup);
(i = 0,1,. . . , m , m + 1) S plus the number of items used for the first i adjustments (nl through n, are decision variables, while no = S and nm+1 = N + S); an upper bound for n,; a tighter upper bound for n,;
S plus the optimal sample size under the extended harmonic rule with precise adjustments; ni+l/ni (in the continuous model, where q A is stationary with i); the quadratic loss function coefficient (K > 0); the cost of scrapping and replacing a defective item by a good one; the cost associated with measuring and adjusting plus the loss due to lack of perfect adjustment (to be minimized by expectation); the process capability index.
The harmonic adjustment rule and existing extensions
The basic harmonic adjustment rule, so named here after the harmonic sequence { 1, 1/2, 1/3,. . . , l/m, . . .}, was originally introduced in 1954 by Grubbs [6] . It applies if the process yields identically distributed and independent items (i.e., under statistical control), when it is desired to adjust after the production of each item (to produce the best possible items during the sampling). After the first item we adjust to compensate for the full deviation of the item from the ideal. After the second item we adjust to compensate only for 1/2 of the deviation. In general, after the kth item we compensate for (l/k)th of the deviation.
That is, if X k measures the kth item, and T is the target, the adjustment after the kth item is by
. Grubbs noted that it is also possible to use subgroup averages instead of individual xi values. After the first subgroup we adjust by minus its average deviation, after the second one by half its average deviation, and after the kth subgroup we adjust by
Grubbs considered the adjustment adequate upon one of the following: (i) a few (say three) consecutive items are Trietsch so close to target that the process cannot be adjusted (e.g., if a machine can be adjusted in steps of 1 mm, and the 13th through 15th items have deviations of 4, 6, and 5 mm, respectively, we need to adjust by -4/13, -6/14, and -5 / 1 5, each of which is too fine to accomplish); or (ii) after a pre-established (but arbitrary) number of items, n.
The implicit objective of the harmonic rule is to minimize the expected quadratic loss during the adjustment process, and obtain a good final adjustment that will lead to small expected quadratic loss in the subsequent items produced. The harmonic rule is appropriate for that purpose when the setup variance is unknown and assumed to be very large. Then, the first adjustment will likely be an improvement in spite of its relatively large error potential. We'll see presently how to extend the rule when the setup is known to be good. But first, a few words about the choice to minimize the expected value are in order. Adjusting a process using process output data is really gambling. One can never tell with certainty whether an adjustment is beneficial. For example, it may happen that the initial setup adjustment is exceptionally good, but, by chance, the items by which we adjust are strongly biased, and the adjustment will actually be detrimental. Nonetheless, by minimizing the expected quadratic loss, we will almost surely minimize our loss over the long run. (This classical characteristic of the expected value is sometimes called asymptotic optimality).
The basic harmonic rule does not require knowledge about the process variance, a ; , o r about the initial setup variance, a ; . But because the initial adjustment is by the full deviation, it may actually increase the expected quadratic loss (when CT; is very low). But when the ratio between CJ$ and a ; is known, Grubbs presented a model, to which we refer as the extended harmonic rule, where the adjustments are smaller and strictly beneficial in terms of expected variance reduction. Let S = U;/CT$, then the optimal adjustment sequence now becomes { 1 /( 1 + S), 1/(2 + S ) , 1/(3 -t S), . . . ,l/(m + S), . . .). The harmonic rule is a special case of the extended harmonic rule, with S = 0 (i.e., a very unreliable setup). A useful way to think about this is to imagine that we enter the process in midstream, after S adjustments have been carried out already (starting with a full adjustment after the first item). Our situation would be equivalent to what we encounter after a setup with a ; = CT$/S. But, using a new count, the regular harmonic rule suggests that after the mth item we should adjust by l/(m +S). Although S need not be integer, it is clear that the extended rule describes the same procedure.
When applying the extended rule with subgroups of k units, we have to divide S by k. Equivalently, we may use a ; instead of CT; when defining S . Henceforth we'll present the results in terms of individual items, however, since a major contribution here is to allow unequal subgroups.
Usually we have an estimate of C T ; , so to obtain an estimate of S we need to estimate a ; . Assuming that our setups are not biased, a ; is the expected quadratic initial setup error. (If we know that the setups are consistently biased, the bias should be removed). There are several ways to estimate 4. The simplest may be to estimate the variance of the measurement of the first item the process produces after many such setups. The expected value of the result is c $ , + o i , so we can estimate ui by subtraction. Alternatively, the process operators may have a Bayesian estimate of 0;. In this connection, the procedure, although cast in classic terms, is really a Bayesianlike refinement of the estimate where the process center really is. Finally, if the operators do not know S, but believe that it exceeds some SO, it is beneficial to use SO until such time that an estimate is obtained.
For item i, the quadratic loss function is given by
where K is a positive coefficient (which we'll see how to estimate later). The total quadratic loss is obtained by summing the individual quadratic losses for all the items in a batch. As any other statistical rule that minimizes the variance of the error, the extended harmonic rule minimizes the expected quadratic loss. Where needed, we assume that 0; and 4 are given, and that they are independent of each other. When 0; is not given we assume, for safety, that it is very large (S = 0), and the likely result will be a full adjustment after the first item. We also assume that our measurements are unbiased, and that the measurement variance, c & , is incorporated within 0;. (Grubbs used the explicit sum oi+aJ$, but they always appear together, so we can safely combine them). Nonetheless, when c & is large it may be beneficial to use multiple measurements for each item. The Shewhart/Tippett formula can serve to determine that [7].
Trietsch [8] shows that following each' adjustment the extended harmonic rule is equivalent to the optimal single adjustment possible based on the information collected in all the items produced. This is referred to as the continuous optirnality property. He also shows how to skip some adjustments without loss of information: suppose our last adjustment was performed after the Mh item, and we sample m additional items, X,(i = k + 1, k + 2, . . . , k + m), then the o,ptimal adjustment following the (k + m)th item is
We refer to this as the skipping procedure. For example, using S = O and adjustments of 1 mm at least, if our deviations from target in the 13th through 15th items are -4, 6 and 5 mm, respectively, we can adjust by -(4 + 6 + 5)/15 = -1 mm (while none of these alone justifies an adjustment). If we perform an adjustment after ( k + m ) items, then the expected loss during the production of any subsequent item without additional adjustments is
This reflects the continuous optimality property and the fact that for any distribution with mean p and standard deviation ux the expected quadratic deviation from a target, T , is
Following Grubbs' footsteps, we use a context of adjusting a machine. But Grubbs also stated that the harmonic rule can be used to fire a t targets, calibrate instruments, and similar adjustment problems. These two examples are often representative of two extremes: in firing on targets adjustments are cheap (moving a dial) but measurements are expensive (wasting a projectile; potentially revealing one's position to the enemy); in calibrating, the adjustments are often more complex and time-consuming than the measurements (e.g., changing the interest rate to adjust economical growth is a very expensive adjustment even relatively to the very high cost of measurements in this case). Therefore, in the latter case, we may want to consider alternative procedures that reduce the number of necessary adjustments relative to the sample size. Using subgroups is a way around this problem, but as we'll see later, equal subgroups are not optimal for this purpose: the model leads to adjustments after varying subgroups that form an increasing geometric sequence (approximately). Methodically, we find the optimal adjustment sequence and use the skipping procedure to maintain continuous optimality. For that purpose, we distinguish between the cost of measuring an item and the cost of actually changing the machine setting.
Trietsch [8] also investigates the influence of adjustment errors on the results of the harmonic procedure. He shows that the procedure is robust against consistent adjustment bias, i.e., inaccuracy (e.g., when we think we adjust by y we actually adjust by y( 1 + B ) , where B > -1 is the relative bias). This is because subsequent adjustments tend to correct the bias of the former ones. But the procedure is not robust against random adjustment error, i.e., imprecision (e.g., when we think we adjust by y we actually adjust by y + E , where E is a random error term).
The problem is that after a while most adjustments become very small, but the error term retains its full power, and eventually dominates the result of each adjustment.
His conclusion is that we should specify several adjustments, to achieve robustness against bias, but not too many, to prevent problems due to random errorthat is, the number of adjustments should be balanced (five to 10 adjustments are usually adequate). In addition, adjustments that are small relative to the adjustment error should be skipped, because they are likely to d o more harm than good. The procedure presented in this paper usually specifies such a reasonable number of adjustments. It is also possible to specify the number of adjustments exogenously, and let the procedure determine the best subgroups subject to this number.
In this paper we assume that adjustments are precise. This assumption is not strong because the model does not tend to specify a large number of very small adjustments.
For precise adjustments under the extended harmonic rule, Trietsch [8] gave a formula to optimize the total sample size, which we'll use later for comparison with the model of this paper.
An optimal adjustment procedure
In this section we discuss a basic model for adjustment of a process when the cost of measurement and the cost of adjustmentabove and beyond the measurementare large. The model is static in the sense that we do not base our decision when to adjust on the size of the deviations we encounter. Instead, we decide in advance when to stop for adjustments. In practice, adjustments that are very small should be skipped (utilizing the skipping procedure to retain all the necessary information), but theoretically this takes us into the realm of dynamic models, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore we assume all adjustments will be carried out, regardless of size. An optimal solution is obtained by modeling the problem as a minimal path in a network. In the next section an approximate solution is given, which is much more eficien t (even though the optimal model is polynomial). The latter provides additional insight into the structure of the problem, and it can also be used to streamline the formerif desired. But numerical experience suggests that the approximation is fully satisfactory by itself. In most cases tested it yielded the optimal solution exactly and, because the objective function is flat near the optimum, it should always provide near optimal solutions.
Suppose we need to produce a batch of N items. The cost of measuring an item is M , and the additional cost to actually adjust is A . Let E(C) denote the expected value of the total costs and losses associated with the adjustment of the items. Henceforth, "total costs" imply "expected total costs": e.g., the expected quadratic loss of the ith product is equal to K(a $ + E(D;) ), where Di is the adjustment deviation before production of the item.
In our subsequent results K is always multiplied by a ; . Therefore, we may estimate the product Ka; directly. To do so at the production foor level, we assume that the tolerance limits have been set optimally to minimize the total costs and losses to the system-as recommended by Taguchi [4] (If this assumption is incorrect it is more important to update the tolerance limits than to just correct the estimate of K). Let the penalty associated with exceeding the specification limitse.g., scrap and reworkbe P, then and under the further assumption that C, 3 1 (i.e., the process is "capable"). For C, < 1 the formula holds if defective items can be reworked at a cost P, but needs to be modified slightly otherwise. As long as the process yield is 80% or more, however, the difference is small (see Taguchi 1141 for background material about this issue). This result follows from the observation that at the specification limits the cost of rework or replacement should approximately equal the loss associated with accepting the item. Beyond the specification limits it is cheaper to reject the itemwhich is exactly why we should set the specification limits there. Incidentally, this also implies that K = 4P/(tolerance range)2, but our real purpose is to estimate KC;. For mathematical convenience, we add S to all actual counts; e.g., the first item is considered to be the (1 -+ S)th item. Denoting S by no, and N + S by n,+l, we specify m adjustments at nl through n, (e.g., if n, = where (n, -no)M is the total measurement cost, mA is the total adjustment cost, K o $ ( n~no)/no is the expected maladjustment loss induced during production of the first nl -no items (due to the setup error), K a i ( n jnj-l)/ nj-l is the expected maladjustment loss between the n,-l th item and the njth item, Koi(n,+ln,)/n, is the expected maladjustment loss during production after the final adjustment, and K c i N is the (fixed) expected quadratic loss due to process variation (above and beyond adjustment bias). We assume that the items we sample will be shipped. If some of them fall outside the tolerance limits the cost of replacement is more than covered by the quadratic loss function. Our estimate of K a i assures that.
To find an optimal solution we allocate the cost function elements to arcs in a network. The nodes are (S), (S + N ) . A solution is a path from node (S) to node Suppose we select the arc from ( S + i) to ( S + j ) as part of the path, then unless j = N we adjust after the jth item by the cumulated deviations since the ith item (not inclusive) divided by S + j . Thus, any adjustment procedure that satisfies the continuous optimality property after each and every adjustment can be described by a path from node ( S ) to node (S + N ) . The constant cost K G N , which has no bearing on the optimal solution, is arbitrarily assigned to the last arc. The total cost is given by the length of a path from node (no), i.e., ( S ) , through nodes ( n l ) , ( n z ) , . . . , (n,), to node (nm+l), i.e., (S +N).
If we suspect that the setup variance, ui, is very large, we can set S = 0 and specify an adjustment after the first item. Although the quadratic loss associated with the first item, in this case, seems unbounded, it merely implies that the first item is very likely to be scrapped or reworked. Thus it represents a fixed cost. In case of scrapping this also implies that we should increase N by one unit, to make up. In such a case we may choose to treat the first item as part of the setup, and embark on our procedure for N additional items with S = 1. Regardless of the value of S, the standard dynamicprogramming-based minimal-path-in-a-network model is fully capable of implicitly optimizing rn as part of the solution. It is also a polynomial solution in N . Nonetheless, it is not efficient. At the very least we can drop manyoften mostpotential intermediate nodes from consideration. The approximate solution we discuss in the next section can help in this.
An approximate solution
Let us resort to a continuous relaxation model where our decision variables, ni (i = 1,2,. . . , m) and m, are allowed any non-negative real values. This will provide a good basis towards an approximate integer model, and a lower bound on the objective function.
By observation, the total cost equation can be slightly simplified:
Taking partial derivatives by nj(j = 1,2,. . . , rn -1) it becomes obvious that n,/n,-~ should be held constant. This implies Therefore, the sequence {n,}j=o,l,,,,,,, is geometric increasing, and so is {nj -n j -~} j = l 1 2 ,~. , , m (with the same common ratio). Note that this formula cannot support no = S = 0. We can deal with this case as we did in Section 3 (by specifying an adjustment after the first item and setting S = 1 thereafter). Henceforth, for simplicity, we assume S > 0. Taking the partial derivative by n, and some algebra leads to n, can be solved by iterations: usually two to four are enough to obtain about five significant digits accurately, especially if we start with a good approximation. One such an approximation is also an upper bound on n,: First, note that n, is monotone increasing with rn. This can be proved by negation. Using the last expression for n,, we see that if n, is non-increasing the square root must grow, indicating n, is increasing. Thus, calculating n, for m = 1 provides a lower bound for n, where rn > 1.
To obtain an upper bound note that n, is increasing with n,-I. This implies that by specifying progressively decreasing upper bounds for n,-l we can obtain progressively tighter upper bounds for n,. The following sequence of bounds is based on this observation
The last inequality is true because in reality n, must exceed n,-l by at least 1. This leads to the following bound, where ii can be evaluated by iterations (e.g., with n u as an initial guess). Figure I shows /(Ko$) . Although the function is not analytic (in contrast to its inverse), it is very easy to find qA for any non-negative A (it is 1 for A = 0).
: I l l 10 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 1 12 I3 14 I5 16 I7 IB 19 20 Inf m Fig. 1 . n, as a function of m for N = 500 (bottom, 1000, 2500, 5000 and 10 000 (top). S = 1; C = 0.5K4. , values of m go from 1 to 20 and ii is shown for m = Inf. We see that in all cases n, approaches ii very quickly. Using m = 1 provides a lower bound on n,, but Fig. 1 suggests that this bound is not tight. Still, rn = 1 is an important special case, because if m 2 1 is optimal, then using m = 1 is better than using m = 0. Thus, the m = 1 case provides a test whether we need to adjust at all. To prove this intuitive but not trivial claim, note first that for ni = 1, the claim is trivial. For m = 2 suppose we stop after the first adjustment at n l , then using the relationship nz/nl = n l / n o and the fact that n3 -n2 < n3 -nl we can see that our combined cost of measurement and adjustment is less than half of the total cost of the complete procedure while the benefit is more than half the total benefit. Therefore, since the second adjustment is still beneficial, the first one alone must be better than doing nothing. Optimizing nl for that single adjustment is a further improvement, For m 2 3 the same line of proof holds: the first adjustment alone delivers more than ( 1 /m)th of the benefit for less than (l/m)th of the cost.
Once we determine that adjustments are beneficial we need to optimize m. To that end take the partial derivative of the total cost by m. Defining q A as the constant ratio nj/nj-l (j = 1,2,. . . , m ) , this yields By Fig. I we can safely ignore the increase in nm as a function of m for large m. This implies that for large m n m S (q,4), M -= const, which leads to
Achieving good integer solutions
In general, we can obtain integer solutions by rounding the results of the continuous model. But because S may not be integer, we have to be careful. For example, to get an integer upper bound we need to subtract S from E, round up (in this case) and add S to the result, i.e., In -S l + S. This makes possible streamlining the optimal network model by eliminating all the nodes between ( r n -S l + S + I ) and ( N + Sl ) , inclusive. Figure 1 suggests that this may yield a very sizable reduction, especially for large N . But in this subsection we seek approximately optimal integer values without resorting to the network model.
Our procedure is iterative and based on the continuous optimality property. In most numerical examples on which it was tried it yielded the optimal sequence; in one example where it failed to d o so the objective function increased by less than 4 x This numerical experience and the model structure suggest the optimal solution is relatively flat in terms of all decision variables, including m, and therefore one may expect this algorithm to provide excellent solutions without fail.
At each stage we determine one decision variable, e.g., at stage k we determine a good integer value for nk based on nk-1. This involves: (i) updating the recommended number of remaining adjustments, rnk (nor by simply subtracting one); (ii) updating the value of the planned last adjustment (which may change slightly between stages); (iii) updating the desired ratio between successive nj values, q k (from ntlnk-1 onwards); and (iv) finding the nearest integer value to n k -l q kno and setting nk to this value plus no, subject to nk 2 nk-1 -t-I . In more formal terms:
Step 0.
Step 1.
(Initialization) Set k := 1; no := ci/c& but if no is very small we may opt to adjust by the full amount of the first deviation and set no := 0; nl := 1; k := 2; solve numerically for fi;
and determine qA, the base ratio between SUCcessive adjustments, by solving Let mk be the tentative number of remaining adjustments
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5. 
Optimizing n, for the harmonic rule
Under the harmonic rule, denote the optimal number of adjustments plus S by n H . Assuming precise adjustments, To apply this formula we do not need to estimate M and A separately, since they only appear together. Actually, it is enough to know ( M +A)/(Ka:). Under the assumption that the tolerance limits are optimal, this equals 9Ci(M + A ) / P . If nH < S, no adjustments are worthwhile with the harmonic rule, but it may happen that the generalized rule would call for adjustments if AIM is large; e.g., it may still be useful to sample a few items and adjust once. It can be shown that for A > 0, n~ is bounded from above by n, and by ii. This suggests that the generalized rule shifts some resources from adjustment to increased sampling, and thus reduces the loss for the bulk of the batch. But it also reduces the total measurement and adjustment expenditure.
Examples and conclusion
In this section we look at some examples to demonstrate how to solve the model, and to give some insight into which variables are important. Then we look at a simulated implementation where the model solution is actually applied to data, The latter is the first simulation for this example, i.e., no attempt was made to select attractive simulation results.
Our examples'here will be with 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, and 10000 items. Let S = 1, M = 0 . 5 K 4 , and A = 4M = 2 K 4 . First, we look a t examples of the generalized rule. Later we'll compare it with the extended harmonic rule (using the optimal n~) . The results of the generalized rule are summarized in Table 1 .
In all these cases we have to subtract S = 1 from the table entries to determine where to actually adjust. For example, except for the n = 2500 case the first adjustment is by one third of the cumulated deviation, at 3 -1 = 2, i.e., after sampling two items.
Let us now solve in detail the case of N = 10000 but with A = 0.5M = 0.25Ka;, one-eighth of its former value. This example is interesting for two reasons: (i) it involves a change in the estimated total number of necessary adjustments during the procedure; and (ii) it is an example that requires more adjustments, but perhaps not as many more as one might guess: the cost of each adjustment goes down by a factor of eight but the number of adjustments is merely doubled.
At the initialization step we set no = 1, k = 1 and we obtain ii = 140.42 and q A = 1.786 275. To wit, Step 2 we obtain nlast = 139.71. This leads, in Step 3, to q k = 1.7312. Multiplying by no and rounding, in Step 4, we obtain nl = 2 (i.e., adjusting after the first item by half its deviation). Setting k = 2 we return to Step I for a second iteration.
In the second iteration, m2 is now = ROUND [7.134] = 7.
1
In 140.42 -In 2 In 1.786 275 m2 = ROUND Note that m2 is not equal to rn1 -1, as we might expect and as is usually the case. This is the reason why we need to update rn at each iteration. To continue, nlasl is now 139.61 leading to 92 = 1.8341. Multiplying by nl = 2 and rounding we obtain n2 = 4. Table 2 summarizes the results of the procedure in this case. The last column in the table provides the global optimal solution. The objective function is 0.000 054 higher under the heuristic solution, i.e., it is practically unchanged. The variable part of the objective function is 148.79. Had we forced the solution to include nine adjustments the variable part of the objective function would grow to 148.81, with ni values of 2, 3, 5 , 9 , 16, 28, 48, 82 and 140. Based on this example and similar ones, especially where m1 has a fractional part close to 0.5, it would not make much of a difference if we chose to stick with the first value.
As a final example let us repeat the former one, except M will be reduced by half to 0 . 2 5 K o i . The optimal solution now involves nine adjustments based on 196 measurements ( Table 3 ). The variable part of the objective function is 108.4812. With eight or ten adjustments the variable part of the objective function would be Tnble 3. The optimal solution involving nine adjustments based on 196 measurements 196.45 196.49 196.55 196.55 196.54 196.54 196.55 196.56 196.56 108.5060 or 108.5181 respectively (i.e., the solution is quite insensitive to small errors in optimizing m).
Comparing the solutions to the three cases with N = 10 000 we can see that the objective function is more sensitive to M than to A . The main influence of M is to determine the total number of items to be measured, and it does so approximately per the inverse square root ratio. The variable part of the objective function value is also approximately determined by the square root of M. The main function of A is to determine the number of adjustments, but near the optimum its effect is quite small. In all but one of the examples tested so far, the heuristic yielded the optimal results. Only in one case did mk change between iterations by more than the expected reduction by one, so one might say that an almost equally good heuristic would be to set m at the initialization stage and not change it later. Furthermore, nlast rarely changes by much between iterations and it would be permissible to not update it. It would then be reasonable to use nlasl instead of 5 when updating mk. Equivalently, we can use the former nlast value instead of ii when we do choose to use updating. In the examples reported this would not have made any difference, however. Table 4 compares the results we obtained so far with those of the original harmonic rule (with the optimal number of adjustments, n~) . In all these cases note that the out of pocket expenditure under the generalized rule decreases and yet the overall adjustment is improved, along with sizably lower objective function values. In the table, the subscript G denotes the generalized rule and the subscript H stands for the harmonic rule. The cost reported in columns 6 and 7 is the actual measurement and adjustment expenditure. The variable part of the objective function, 2, reported in the next two columns, includes both this expenditure and the expected quadratic bias loss. In all these cases S = 1, K = 1 and 0; = 1. The fixed quadratic loss, N K o i , is not included.
To demonstrate further that the generalized rule tends to specify more measurements than the harmonic rule, look at the first example (N = 500) again, and suppose we used the extended harmonic rule with n~ = 14. Any further adjustments by the extended harmonic rule are detrimental, but it is still optimal to measure 16 additional items and adjust the process once more by 1/30 of their cumulated deviations. (Note that this yields n, = 30 as compared with n, = 29 in Table 4 . The minute difference is because n, grows with n,-1, and in this case we use n,-l = 14 instead of 9).
Finally, Table 5 summarizes the results of a single simulation of the actual implementation of the model. The selected model was the one with N = 500. As we saw above, the adjustments should be after sampling two, eight, and 28 items, by 1/3, 1/9, and 1/29 of the cumulative deviations. In the simulation, an initial adjustment bias of 1.17 was generated, and the first column shows the process results of the first 30 items without any adjustment. The second column shows the process results after implementing the procedure. Thus, after two items are measured, their cumulated deviations are ' 1.1 1, and therefore the first adjustment is by -1.11/3 = -0.37. Thus, the entries in the second column for items three through eight are shifted from those of the first column by -0.37. The sum of the deviations in items three through eight is 7.65, so we add a second adjustment of -7.65/9 = -0.85. Because this adjustment is in addition to the former one, the difference between the first and second column, for items nine through 28, is now -1.22 (compare to -1.17, which is the required ideal adjustment). Note that the sum of the deviations of the first eight items in column 1 is 10.98, which would lead to the same single adjustment of -10.98/9 = -1.22, thus demonstrating the validity of the skipping procedure. With this new adjustment we produce items nine through 28, and we see that their cumulated deviation is 1.59, leading to a further final adjustment of -1.59/29 M -0.05, or a total adjustment of -1.27, which applies to items 28 through 500. The readers can verify that this is the same adjustment that would prevail based on the first 28 items in column 1. Note now that adjusting by -1.22 is slightly better than adjusting by -1.27, so the final adjustment in this case is detrimental. This should not be surprising, becauseas discussed aboveour model only minimizes the expectedquadratic loss, and the actual results are akin to gambling. Nonetheless, by asymptotic optimality, it is clear that over the long run we should utilize the final adjustment to minimize our long-term costs. In real life, of course, we could not tell that the real deviation was 1.17, so we'd never know that the final adjustment was actually detrimental. This is why asymptotic optimality is the best we can achieve.
